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There is a reason why we are all blessed with the capacity for maintaining our private thoughts – to keep both our
most treasured and embarrassing secrets hidden from others. Imagine if one day you learned that your thoughts were
no longer private. What if you just became aware of the fact that the substance of your intellect and cognitive facilities
were being sold to the highest bidder, or made available to anyone who fancied them for a price? Your dreams would
be totally transparent and your originality would lose its potency, because others would hastily sell your brainchildren
for profit, at the moments of their inceptions. KNOW ONE DARED TO SEE gives us a glimpse into such a world, through
the eyes of a master artist named Josiah Chisom.The year is 2110... Months ago, Josiah created a marvelous painting
that hangs near the reception counter at the Honey Crown baker's shop, which is located in the center of a city named
Rostonia. At the time he had no idea that this work of art would eventually become an image of jealousy; one which
would soon come back to haunt him grievously, through the eyes of a hidden foe. As his world is turned upside-down
for the benefit of a corrupt local leader, Josiah experiences events that defy imagination and all coincidence. Whilst
struggling to maintain his resolve Josiah learns to cope with the ill-treatment, of the misinformed citizens in Rostonia.
Apparently they have been prejudiced by widespread and scandalous rumors about him. As he works his way through
this dragnet of betrayal and local corruption, Josiah comes to terms with his predicament. In time he devises a way to
exact justice through honorable means. By employing his creativity and wit, Josiah exposes a multitude of evils that
have permeated the society of Rostonia, courtesy of those who wield a mysterious device called the Zeus
Hammer.Know One Dared To See is a psychological mystery novel that is rendered in a semi-modern style, and is
reminiscent of classical English literature. This novel possesses a strong Christian element that is inspiring, poetic and
simply breathtaking. The setting is in a minimalist yet futuristic landscape that is tempered with Orwellian undertones.
Buy the full novel when it's released and take the challenge; DARE TO SEE the evil that can render the most
magnificent dreams useless, as they come, so that you can fight back.For those of you who are not fans of mildly
Shakespearean dialogue, the plain English Version of this book will be available next year ( Late Fall 2013)
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